Castrol
Managing Castrol Cricket, one of India’s biggest cricket communities
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Summary
TO THE NEW helped Castrol claim share of voice around T20 World Cup, a major cricket tournament in India. The
campaign created awareness and revived the community of social channels.

The Client
Castrol is the 2nd largest manufacturer of automobile and industrial
lubricants in the Indian lubricant market and owns around 22% of
overall market share. Castrol is a leading brand in India known for
being associated with cricket and other sports.

Highlights
7.5 Million
Reach

Brand awareness and engagement tends to drop after major sporting
events. TO THE NEW was entrusted with the task of increasing the online
activity and reviving the engagement of social community.

1.1 Million
Video Views

The Approach
We created one-of-its-kind social loyalty programme - Castrol Activ
Champion on Instagram and YouTube

20 Million
Engagements

We focused on cricket played in the months after World Cup and
gave fans a lot to cheer about with multiple innovative properties
on many social platforms
We leveraged an innovative, hot new property (Dubsmash) and
people’s passion for cricket together to bring - ‘ActivCricketSmash’
to the fore. It enabled fans to create short selfie videos dubbed with
famous voices from the cricket world like Navjot Sidhu
We created a campaign ‘Cling On To Cricket’s Greatest Moments’
across various social platforms to enable fans to relive greatest
cricketing moments
Created a series of videos with cricket biggies like Harsha Bhogle,
Joy Bhattacharya, Gautam Bhimani and Aakash Chopra

Connect with us

Harsha Bhogle
and Castrol tested fans’ CQ (Cricketing Quotient) using an innovative Snapchat game
Technical
excellence
We did a mix of paid media and organic campaign with Google search ads, integration of Ad extensions like sitelinks,
image and offer, display ads.

Know more about our Digital Marketing offerings
www.tothenew.com
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